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Why Raising Hurdles against Large Nuclear 
Projects Makes Sense, Especially in the ME

• 11 Military Strikes against IAEA member projects, 10 against 
safeguarded reactors since 1980

• Libya, Algeria, Egypt, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Iraq and Iran 
have all previously expressed an interest in acquiring a nuclear
weapons option

• All nuclear weapons states but China brought large reactors on 
line before acquiring the bomb and all nuclear power reactors are 
large

• Most weapons states have used some of their power reactors to 
produce nuclear weapons plutonium or tritium – e.g.,  France 
(EDF hwrs, fbrs), UK (Magnox reactors), India (CANDUs), 
Pakistan (PHWR), Russia (RMBKs), US (Hanford, TVA LWRs)
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But Reactors Will be Safeguarded LWRs : 
Aren’t they “Proliferation Resistant”?
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“Peaceful” LWRs As a Cover for Nuclear 
Weapons Activities:  The Iranian Case

• Bill Clinton and John Bolton agreed Bushehr was being used as a 
procurement cover for other weapons-related nuclear projects 
(enrichment, HWR, etc.)

• Oct 10, 2008 NYT reported a Russian implosion expert “visited” Iran. 
Bushehr will soon have 2,600 Russian technicians. 

• Dr. Prasad of India believed to have transferred tritium extraction 
technology useful for nuclear weapons “boosting” on “safety”
assistance visits to Bushehr

• Hundreds of Iranians trained in Russia and elsewhere on the entire 
fuel cycle

• US and EU are still hostage to Russian “assurances” that nuclear 
transfers “outside of Bushehr” will cease

• Dingell letter and GAO study on the completeness of Bush 
explanation of Russian proliferation activities in Iran
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In the Middle East:  The Russians Are
Coming

• Turkey (US, France, Rus.) 
• Egypt (US, Fr. PRC, Rus.)
• S. Arabia, (Fr., US, Rus.)*
• UAE (France)*
• Yemen 
• Morocco (France)
• Jordan (US, France, Rus.)

• Applauded  by Israeli officials as  an “announcement directed against Iran”
( )    Countries that have initialed or are discussing nuclear cooperation to build power reactors

• Qatar (France)
• Tunisia
• Syria (DPRK?, 

Russia?)
• Libya (US, France 

Russia)
• Algeria (Rus., Fr., 

US) 
• Iran (Russia)
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What the Russians Have to Offer

• Lower prices than US or France

• No requirement for accident coverage for any of its 
nuclear controlled goods

• Looser control requirements than the US, access 
to sensitive technology and experts 

• With reported, projected cooperation with Siemens, 
high-quality assurance products
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Also, Even LWRs Are Hardly Proliferation 
Resistant Enough:  Estimated Yields for 

Different Bomb Technologies Using LWR Pu
(Hubbard)
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Detecting Illicit Nuclear Fuel Making:  A 
Record of Regret

• Taiwanese hot cell activity–detected after begun
• RoK weapons efforts—ditto
• Algerian fuel diversions detected—after they occurred Natanz –

detected after 18 years through Humit
• Early North Korean reprocessing campaigns – debated through

1991 within US intelligence community, a textile plant?
• North Korean uranium enrichment efforts – US claim, still in 

doubt
• Iraqi EMIS – US  detected after war using UNSCOM
• Libyan centrifuges – confirmed after delivered
• Syrian production reactor– US detected after near completion; 

reprocessing plant not found
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But Can’t the IAEA Safeguard Systems 
Prevent Fresh and Spent Nuclear Fuel 

Diversions?
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Not Unless They Are Upgraded 
• Of IAEA’s ~1,200 remote nuclear inspection cameras, nearly 800 

still have no near-real-time feedback.  Virtually all of the countries 
of concern have no near-real-time feedback

• IAEA internal review of May 2005 found in that “Over the past 6 
years, there have been 12 occasions when facility lights were 
turned off for a period greater than 30 hours” See http://www.npec-
web.org/Frameset.asp?PageType=Single&PDFFile=20070731-NPEC-
ReportOnIaeaSafeguardsSystem&PDFFolder=Reports

• Of those ~ 400 IAEA cameras that have near-time feedback today, 
many depend on internet connections that can be interrupted

• US State Dept. officials requested NPEC self-censor 2 scenarios 
for spent fuel rod diversions that could evade IAEA detection 
entirely.  Similar scenarios, it turns out, were described elsewhere 
on the web by IAEA’s own Safeguards advisory group chairman. 
See http://www.npec-
web.org/Frameset.asp?PageType=Single&PDFFile=20041022-
GilinskyEtAl-LWR&PDFFolder=Essays 10



Legal Hurdles: So Far, Paltry -- the UAE 
Model

• Agreement reaffirms UAE’s NPT Article IV “inalienable” right to 
peaceful nuclear energy – a right interpreted by US State Legal to 
include the nuclear fuel making

• Agreement does not bar the UAE from importing sensitive nuclear 
technology or goods from other nuclear suppliers

• Doesn’t require suspension if UAE engages in sensitive nuclear 
activities only reserves US right to do so and to take back US nuclear 
transfers (if made), if breach is determined to be “deliberate” and if fair 
market value for returned goods is paid to UAE.

• No requirement for ratification of Additional Protocol or IAEA finding 
of no  undeclared activities

• No requirement for near-real-time IAEA surveillance

• No requirement for Title V alternative energy analysis

• Agreement  stipulates that  the terms of the agreement “shall be no 
less favorable” than those that may be accorded to other non-nuclear 
weapons state in the Middle East
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What the Invisible Hand Suggests:  the 
Saudi -- aka, Algerian, Libyan, GCC -- Case
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The UAE 123

• Ask UAE to agree to
– Near real time surveillance
– Full implementation of AP 

• Require Administration to explain
– How it will keep Russia, France from undercutting UAE 

commitments
– How model will work with Algeria, S. Arabia, Libya – states that 

have had an interest in acquiring nuclear weapons
– How far the UAE will support sanctioning Iran if negotiations fail 

to get Tehran to comply with UN resolution
– Hold up Undersecretary and  Assistant Secretary appointments 

that would be needed to implement until review is done
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Commission on the Prevention of WMD 
Proliferation &Terrorism Recommendations

• Discourage the use of financial incentives in the promotion of 
nuclear energy

• Implement Title V of NNPA, to promote nuclear power’s 
alternatives

• Insist on timely warning as a requirement of nuclear exports

• Clarify what the IAEA cannot safeguard

• Encourage application of near-real-time surveillance

• Require registration of any foreign visitors to IAEA safeguarded
sites 
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Additional Suggestions for the Middle 
East and Beyond

• Make adoption of WMD Commission recommendations a  US 
nonproliferation negotiating priority, e.g., with Nuclear Supplier 
Group, Russia, France, and China.

• Discourage subsidized developmental bank loans for nuclear 
projects from the World Bank, where the US vote matters

• Make Moscow’s adoption of much stricter nuclear export rules 
and  termination of rocket and nuclear cooperation with Iran  
prerequisites for Congressional approval of US-Russian 
Nuclear Cooperative Agreement

• Require full transparency of large energy project costs and 
open international bidding that as is required by the Energy 
Charter Treaty and the Global Energy Charter for Sustainable 
Development; consider having the World Trade Organization 
assume enforcement
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Back Up Slides
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Regulatory Hurdles: Helpful But Not High
drawn from James Acton and Wyn Bowen, “Atoms for Peace in the Middle 

East” http://www.npec-web.org/Frameset.asp?PageType=Projects

• IAEA estimates 30-50 staff needed to start nuclear program
• IAEA estimate 150-1000 for 1 large plant once in operation

-- But Slovenia has only 52 for its operating plant 

• Refueling/refit teams may require 40 or more staff
– But refueling/refit teams could be imported

• IAEA recommends no one plant be more than 5%-10% of the grid
– but one can run plants at a fraction of capacity or export electricity to expand 

grid virtually

• CSC limits on liability can be politically troubling and financially high
– But they are not costly for those with sound sovereign credit (e.g., GCC states 

and Libya), are not needed for French or Russian reactors, and could 
conceivably be covered as part of larger project financing package for reactor 
projects

• “principle responsibility for safety lies with the operating organization” –
IAEA guidebook
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Small, Covert Reprocessing Plant Can 
Make 20 or More Bombs/Month (e.g., 

Ferguson-Culler) from Spent Fuel
<10-day startup, 1 bomb’s-worth-a-day production rate
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Fresh LWR Fuel Is A Worry Too

Using Natural Uranium, Iran’s Uranium Bomb Takes 
Nearly a year

• 4,000 swus needed to convert natural uranium into a bomb’s worth (20 kgs) of HEU, 2.5 
SWUs/P1centrifuge and 3,000 machines operating with batch recycling

Using 4.8% enriched LWR fuel, only 4 to 13 Weeks Are 
Needed

• Tons of  fresh LWR fuel shipped to Bushehr every 12-18 months and loaded 
over a period of weeks, affording opportunities for gradual or abrupt diversion.

• Crushing, heating, and fluorinating the ceramic fresh fuel pellets is all that’s 
needed to get 4.8% enriched UF6 feed.  Using this as feed, you need to expend 
as little as 1/5th the effort or time to enrich it to get  one bomb’s worth 

• Iran could conceivably beat the inspections system: IAEA inspections are at 
Natanz at most once a month and sometimes are every three months
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